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ABSTRACT

Despite several recent proposals to achieve Blind
Source Separation (BSS) for realistic acoustic signal，
separation performance is sti1l not enough. In partic
ular， when the length of impulse response is long， per
formance is highly Jimited. 1n this paper， we show it
is useless to be constrained by the condition， P << T，
where T is the frame size of FFT and P is the length of
room impulse response. From our experiments， a frame
size of 256 or 5 12 (32 or 64 ms at a sampling frequency
of 8 kHz) is best even for the long room reverberation
of Tn = 150 and 300 ms. We also cJarified the reason
for poor performance of BSS in long reverberant envi
ronment， finding that scparation is achieved chiefly for
the sound from the direction of jammer because BSS
cannoもcalculate the inverse of the room transfer func
tion both for the target and jammer signals.
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case for BSS， and show that smaller frame size is much
better， evcn for long room reverberation. l'iext， we
discuss the limitations of frequency domain BSS tcch
niquc. We cJarify why frequency domain BSS cannot
be a good solution in a realistic acoustical environment
that has a long revcrberation time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Blind Source Separation (BSS) is an approach to
estimate original source signals s;(t) using only the in
formation of the mixed signals Xj(t) observed in each
input channel. This technique is applicable to the re
alization of noise robust speech recognition and high
quality hands-free telecommunication systems. It may
also become a cue for auditory scene analysis.
To achieve BSS of convolutive mixtures， several
methods have been proposed [ 1， 2J. Some approaches
consider the impulse responses of a room hj; as F1R fil・
ters， and estimate those五lters [3， 4J; other approaches
transform the problem into the frequency domain to
solve an instantaneous BSS problem for every frequency
simultaneously [5， 6J.
1n this paper， we consider the BSS of convolutive
mixtures of speech in the frcquency domain， for the
sake of mathematical simplicity and rcduction of com
putational complexity. First， we discuss the frame size
of FFT used in the frequency domain BSS. It is com
monly believed that the frame size T must be P << T
to estimate the unmixing matrix for the P-point room
impulse response [7， 8J. We point out this is not the
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2. FREQUENCY DOMAIN BSS OF
CONVOLUTIVE MIXTURES OF SPEECH

The signals recorded by
by
N

M

microphoncs are given

P

X j(n) =乞乞 hj必)s;(n-p+ 1) (j = 1，...，M)， ( 1)
i=I，，=1

where s; is the source signal from a source i， X j is the
received signal by a microphone j， and hj; is the P
point impulse response from source i to microphone j
In this paper， we consider a two-input， two-output con
volutive BSS problem， i.e.， N = M = 2 (Fig. 1).
The frequency domain approach to the convolutive
mixture is to transform the problem into an instanta
neous BSS problem in the frequency domain [5 ， 6J. L"s・
ing T-point short time Fourier transformation for (1)，
we obtain，
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X(ω，m)=H(ω)S(ω，m).

( 2)
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We assume that the following separation has been
completed in a frequency bin ω:
=

W(ω)X(ω，m)，

(3)

where X (ω ) = [XJ(ω)， X2(ω)] is the observed signal at
the frequency bin ω， Y(ω) = [日(ω)， 九(ω)] is the esti
mated source均nal， and W(ω) represents the unmix
ing matrix. W(ω) is determined so that Y1 (ω， m) and
Y2(ω， m) become mutually independent. The above
calculations are carried out in each frequency indepen
dently
As for the calculation of the unIIÙxing matrix， W，
we use the optimization algorithm based on the mini
mization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence [5， 9]. The
optimal W is obtaincd by using the following iterative
equatíon:

W叫l=W;+η[diag ((4>(y)yH))一(争(y)yH)]W;，

(4)

where (・) denotes the averaging operator， i is used to
express the value of the i-th step in the iterations， and η
is the step size parameter. Also， we define the nonlinear
function φ(・) as

4>(Y) = 1 +ぷ-Y{R))+j l+」-Y{l) '何)
)

wherc y{R) an d y(I) arc
parts of y， respectively.
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Figure 2: Layout of a room used in experiments
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3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Conditions for experiments

Separation expcriments were conducted using the
speech data convolved with the impulsc responscs re
corded in the three environments specificd by the diι
ferent revcrberation times: TR = 0 ms， 150 ms (P =
1200)， and 300 ms (P = 2400).
The layout of the room we uscd to measurc the
impulsc responses is shown in Fig. 2. Wc used a two
element array with interelement spacing of 4 cm. Thc
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Figure 3: Measured impulse response hll used in the
simulation (Tn = 300 ms).
speech signals arrived from two directions， -300 and
400• An example of the measured room impulse re・
sponsc used in the simulation is shown in Fig. 3. t\ote
that the contribution of the direct sound w出about 8
dB when Tn was 150 ms， and about 6 dB when Tn was
300 ms.
Two sentences spoken by two male and two female
speakers selectcd from thc ASJ continuous speech cor
pus for research were used as the original specch. The
lengths of thcse mixed speech signals were about eight
seconds each. We uscd the beginning of three seconds
of the mixed data for learning according to equation
(4)， and the entire eight second data for separation.
In these experiments， wc changed the framc size T
from 32 to 2048 and invcstigatcd performance for each
condition. Thc sampling rate was 8 kHz， the framc shift
was half of frame size T， and the analysis window was
hamming window. To solve the permutation problem，
we used the blind beamforming algorithm proposed by
Kurita et al [9]
3.2. Experimental results

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4. In
ordcr to e、aluate the pcrformancc for different frame
size T with different reverberation time TR， we used
thc 710附reductioπmte (t\RR)， defined as thc output
signal-to-noisc ratio (SI\R) in dB minus the input SI\R
in dB.
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Figure 4: Result of NRR for different frame sizes

whcre A(ω) = W(ω)H(ω) and i戸j. These values
were averaged for the whole six combinations with re
spect to speakers， and NRR1 and NRR2 were averagcd
for the sake of convenience.、
ln the non-reverberant tests， thc maximum NRR
of 20.7 dB w回obtained when T
128 [Fig. 4(a)].
ln the reverberant tests， the maximum NRR of 7.1 dB
was obtained using T = 512 when the TR was 150 ms，
and the maximum NRR of 5.7 dB was obtained using
T
512 when the TR w出300 ms [Fig. 4(b)]. The
short frame functioned far better than the long frame，
even for long room reverberation. Fig. 5 shows the
difference of separation performance for T = 512 and
T 2048 for TR = 150 ms. Separation was good when
T
512， but the separation was not enough and dis
tortion occurred when T = 2048.
Even for long room reverberation， the condition
P << T is useless， and a shorter frame size T is best.
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4. DISCUSSIONS

ln the previous section， we showed that a longer
frame size T failcd. In this section， we discuss the rea
son why a shorter frame length T is best， and funda
mental limitations of frequency domain BSS.
4.1.

Optimum frame size for the frequency do
main BSS

The condition P << T has been much considered [7，
8]， without success. We will discuss the reason， paying
attention to the two frame sizes T， 2048 and 512
ln the frequency domain BSS framework， the signal
we can use is not x ( n ) but X(ω， m ) . If the frame size T
is 2048 (256 ms): 1) two original signals are less inde
pendent in each frequency， thus independent assump-

=

Figure 5: Separated signal for TR = 150 ms. (a) orig
inal signal 51・(b) separated signal Yl. T
512. (c)
separated signal YI・T = 2048.

tion is hard to hold any longer; 2) frequency resolution
is high， therefore the two speeches do not always exist
simultaneously in the same frequency bin. The perfor
mance degrades since we cannot separate one speech or
no specch using cquation (4); and 3) one frame contains
several consonants and vowels. Therefore， the speech
is no longer stationary in the frame.
On the other hand， if the frame size is 512 (64
ms): 1) The time r巴solution and frequency resolution
are good for specch; 2) one frame contains several fun
damental periods. Therefore， the specch is stationary
in the frame.
4.2.

Fundamental Iimitation of frequency do・

main BSS

It is well known that an unmixing matrix W(ω)
can at best be obtained up to a scale and a permu
tation. Before the permutation and scaling problem，
however， we must note that the BSS algorithm cannot
always solve the dereverberationjdeconvolution prob
lem in itself [10].
ln the BSS framework， what the unmixing matrix
W(ω) c釦do is to make Yj (ω) and 九(ω) independent
W can minimize the second term of (4)， and lV be.
comes a solution of

[以;;ゑ;1 12;;Z;; ]=11:l，伶)

where Cl and C2 are arbitrary complex constants. This
means that W is not always an invcrse s)引em of the
mixing system H.
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by the condition， P << T， wherc T is the frame size of
FFT and P is the length of the room impulse responses
From our experiments， frame size of 256 or 512 is best
even for long room revcrberation of TR = 150 and
300 ms. This is because， in the BSS framework， we
cannot achieve dereverberationjdeconvolution， i.e.， we
cannot identify the inverse filter of the room impulse
responses both for the target signal and jammer sig
nal. Because BSS mainly considers the direct sounds，
the separation performance is fundamentally limited by
the direct to reverberant sound ratio.
The longer the reverberation time， the more diffi
cult it is to achieve good separation performance. Fu
ture work will focus on finding a solution for the sepa
ration problem in a real environment.
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Figure 6: Relationship betwecn the contribution of a
dircct sound and the separation performance. TR =
300ms， T = 512. (a) cxample of an impulse response，
(b) energy decay curve， (c) scparation performance.

In the frequcncy domain approach， a delay in the
impulse response is transformcd in a phase shift in each
frequency. If we further understand this unmixing sys
tem W in view of microphone array， we can form a
dircctivity pattern in each frequency. The adaptation
in BSS forms an adaptive null beamformcr toward the
jammer. Since we can control the phase shift only for
the dir巴ction of the dircct (biggest) sound， we can form
only one null toward the jammcr in the case of two mi
crophones. As a result， separation performance is fun
damentally limited by the direct to r.everberant sound
ratio.
Fig. 6 shows thc performance when the contribu
tion of the dircct sound is changed artificially. From
Fig. 6， the performancc decrcascs with the incrcase
of the contribution of the dircct sound. This is the
same characteristic as the adaptive null bcamformer，
i. e.， the inverse filter of the room impulse response is
not achieved in the BSS criteria.
Incidentally， in our expcriments (Fig. 4)， thc sepa
ration performance worscned whcn the frame sizc was
32 and 64 (4 and 8 ms). This is because the frame
W出too short to control the phase shift to form a null
beamformcr.
5. CONCLUSIONS
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